Integral Members Prepare for a Mass Displacement of People in Iraq

Integral Alliance has hosted a teleconference for its Members to coordinate their ongoing work in Iraq, and discuss how best to be prepared for a potentially massive population displacement. As the Iraqi Security Forces and their allies plan an offensive to take back control of the city of Mosul from ISIS, the worse-case scenario would be that up to 1.5m people will be displaced. Fourteen Integral Members took part in the call. [See here for more info about the situation].

Four Integral Members are currently working on the ground in Iraq preparing for the situation, and are receiving support from other Members. Three Integral Members work in Iraq through their network of local partners, and a further five are on standby to assess the situation as it unfolds and support with funds from their supporters where possible.

Our operational Members, who include Medair, Tearfund and Mission East, are preparing for the situation by procuring and pre-positioning basic non-food items, hygiene kits, bottled water, water systems and cash programming.

Kendrah Jespersen, Iraq Desk Officer at Mission East, says, “The expected scale of the upcoming displacement demands that we be prepared to respond in advance. Mission East is already procuring and pre-positioning kits of basic non-food items, hygiene kits, and bottled water. We are also scaling up our staffing to be ready to distribute in some of the areas where the displaced are most likely to flee. Being able to discuss our plans ahead of time with other Integral Members allows us to share ideas and resources to make our collective response more efficient, especially as several of us consider expanding our activities to a new area in central Iraq at the same time.”

She continues: “The fundraising and staff secondment arrangement we have with some of our fellow Integral Alliance Members has been essential for filling critical gaps in funding and staffing for our response in Iraq since the beginning, and will play an important role in our response to the Mosul displacement as well.”

Integral Members will continue to use Integral’s ‘Disaster Monitor’ online forum to ‘watch’ this emerging situation and share information, plans, needs and resources with each other. The Integral Secretariat is on stand-by should there be the need for a full Integral Disaster Alert to be launched.

Integral’s website: www.integralalliance.org

//ends//

Contact: Sarah Larkin, Communication and Marketing Coordinator: s.larkin@integralalliance.org
Integral has 23 Members with headquarters in 14 countries.

Integral Members work in over 80 countries, with more than 650 local partners, in over 40 sectors and have a combined income of over $700m USDs.

All Members sign up to the Red Cross Code of Conduct and Sphere Standards, and have an agreed Quality Standards Statement.

Integral Members are:

CEDAR Fund - Hong Kong
Food for the Hungry – USA
Integra - Slovakia
International Health Partners – UK
MAP International – USA
Medical Teams International – USA
Medair – Switzerland
Missions Alliance – Norway
Mission East – Denmark
SEL France – France
TEAR Australia – Australia
Tear- Netherlands
Tearfund – Belgium
Tearfund – Ireland
TEAR Fund – New Zealand
Tear Fund – Switzerland
Tearfund – UK
Transform Aid International – Australia
World Concern – USA
World Relief Canada – Canada
World Relief – USA
World Renew – Canada & USA
ZOA – The Netherlands

**On Integral Collaboration:**

- Integral’s goal is for all its Members to become more effective and efficient in their work and to see greater impact and reach as a result of working collaboratively.

Integral Members have a collaborative strategy for responding to disasters, with the **Integral Disaster Response Process** co-ordinating the emergency activities of its Members. The aim of the Integral DR process is to combine resources to ensure that as many people as possible are reached with the assistance they need. The Integral Secretariat plays a co-ordinating role to facilitate better communication between all Members in disaster situations with the aim of increasing support and avoiding duplication.

- For more info see [www.integralalliance.org](http://www.integralalliance.org)